Women in Economics – status quo and ways forward

Women in Economics – status quo and ways forward on 19 November is the first event organized by WinE-DK. We will zoom in on sources for gender imbalances in the economics profession. The group discussions and expert input will be the point of departure for a focus on what we all can do to put diversity in economics on the agenda.

The conference will take place as a Zoom webinar that you can access here:

If you have zoom on your computer:  https://ucph-ku.zoom.us/j/64857089508

If you want to join via your browser: https://ucph-ku.zoom.us/wc/join/64857089508

14:00-14:10  Welcome

Keynote talks:

14:10-14:55  Lise Vesterlund (Uni. Of Pittsburgh): Gender imbalance in economics – a research perspective
   Lise’s talk will be followed by a Q and A

14:55-15:00  Break: Tankestreg live - drawing minutes from the conference content

15:00-15:45  Sarah Smith (Uni. Of Bristol): What can departments do?
   Sarah’s talk will be followed by a Q and A

15:45-16:00  Break: Tankestreg live - drawing minutes from the conference content

16:00-16:05  Mette Ejrnæs (UCPH): “Women in econ at UCPH – a look at the data”

16:05-16:10  Transition to Zoom discussion meetings

16:10-16:50  Group discussions on
   • Mentoring and networks
   • Career progression in academia
   • Teaching and supervision
   • Institutional factors and role of management

16:50-17:00  Break: Tankestreg live - drawing minutes from the conference content

17:00-17:05  Bente Stallknecht (UCPH)

17:05-18:00  Expert panel with Sigge Winther as moderator:
   • Women in econ research perspectives: Nina Smith
   • Research Council perspective: David Dreyer Lassen
   • Management perspective: Dean Mikkel Vedby Rasmussen
   • UCPH board, experience/lessons from private sector: Merete Eldrup

18:00-18:05  Wrap-up and thanks – and an invitation to continue with an informal chat in
   Wonder room